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Abstract. Writing survey and review papers is a tedious process re-
quiring methodological and systematic collection and analysis of large
quantities of scientific papers. Selection of relevant papers is a manual
work that requires a lot of time. This paper proposes a framework based
on natural language processing that aims to simplify the process of se-
lection of relevant papers and identification of key properties. For a pro-
vided list of phrases, first it queries several digital libraries (i.e. Google
Scholar, IEEE Xplore, Springer, ACM and Elsevier) and selects papers
with at least one citation. Then it crawls all relevant information for
the selected papers. Next, by searching for a list of predefined properties
(i.e. keywords) and their synonyms obtained from Word Net, it processes
the abstract. Note that to make the search more robust, stemming and
lemmatization is applied. Finally, it aggregates the processed papers per
year, property, citations, publisher, etc. and provides various charts and
figures. This greatly simplifies the work of the researcher and allows to
find relevant papers quickly that could be analyzed in more detail manu-
ally. Furthermore, it identifies publishers, conferences and journals that
are relevant for a particular topic. The framework was evaluated with a
use case from connected health and the results allowed identifying vari-
ous trends very quickly.
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1 Introduction

Research papers, publications, and scientific articles can be presented as a result
of complex set of operations over data accessible in different publications. Choos-
ing the right topic, filtering and searching for relevant and influential articles or
surveys are the main part of review process. This process can be tedious and
time consuming because most of the time this actions are done manually.

Today’s digital libraries [1, 2] have search capabilities which usually pro-
vide searching by keyword. The results are usually displayed as a list of papers
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including citation count, year and etc. These libraries are of great help for meta-
analysis and survey papers. However, the main burden of the research falls on
the researcher because all libraries need to be manually searched, then the pa-
pers on a particular topic need to be manually selected from the large number of
possible papers and finally to review in details the content of the selected papers
in order to make any conclusions. This work-flow has been standardized and
is commonly referred to as ”The PRISMA statement” [3] (Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses), as shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 1. PRISMA statement workflow

The framework that we are proposing in this paper, named Framework for
aiding surveys (FAS), attempts to simplify this process and ease the work of re-
searchers. It attempts by combining multiple digital libraries as a unified source
to simplify searching all databases at once. Next, it filters found papers by rele-
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vance (e.g. number of citations in recent years). Subsequently, by analyzing the
content of the abstract it identifies key properties of the paper that are of in-
terest to the research. Therefore, most of the manual work is automated. The
researcher is still able to analyze in details the selected paper in order to iden-
tify other qualitative properties of papers that cannot be analyzed by natural
language processing.

By adding synonyms and by performing lemmatization and stemming while
searching by properties in the selected papers, FAS is able to analyze the proper-
ties of selected papers more reliably. Similar work has been performed [4, 5, 6, 7].
We are dealing with the data source in a different way by using multiple digi-
tal libraries as data source. Furthermore, the visualization process differs in our
approach, making it more suitable for analysis of large quantities of papers at
once and facilitating trend discoveries.

The main goal of this paper is to explain in details of the proposed framework
FAS, including its architecture and usage patterns. Explaining step by step on
how from a list of keywords of interest to the researcher we get to computational
analyzes of big dataset to reveal trends in scientific community.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the taxonomy used in
FAS and provides a detailed description on FAS architecture. Next, in section
2.4 it describes a use case for a predefined set of key phases related to connected
health. In section 3 we explain the advantages and limitations of the proposed
framework. Concluding remarks and future improvement are given in the last
section 5.

2 Methods

2.1 Taxonomy

The process of choosing the right taxonomy model is of great relevance for the
process of properties search due to the fact that choosing the appropriate tax-
onomy model can provide easier and more optimal search results [8].

Our taxonomy introduces following attributes:

Title The title of the survey or research paper by which it can be found on
Internet or on digital libraries.

Abstract The full abstract of the survey or research paper.
Publication date The date the survey or research paper has been published.
Publication year The year part from the publication date field.
Authors A full list of authors name participating in the surveys or research’s

paper.
Keywords The full list of keywords specified by the authors.
DOI A Digital Object Identifier is a persistent identifier or handle used to

uniquely identify objects, standardized by the ISO.
URL Link navigating to the survey or research paper.
Source This attribute is used for keeping the name of the source of crawling

(digital libraries name). At the moment it can have the values: IEEE Xplore,
Springer and Google Scholar.
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Citations Number of citations is keeping the quotations number of surveys or
papers.

2.2 Architecture

Framework for aided surveys is build upon simple two tier software architecture.
It is implemented with a web based user interface (UI). UI is used for entering the
keyword of interest and displaying results. A python based program deals with
crawling, scraping, parsing and preparing result files. The implemented system
can be divided into 5 modules, as shown in Fig 2.2.

Fig. 2. Architecture diagram

UI Interface module is a web application. Two separate frames can be
seen on the main screen, an input forms frame and a results frame. The results
frame is empty by default and only the title is visible.

The input forms frame consists of two separate forms: ”keywords input form”
and “properties input form”. Keywords are words or phrases that are queries that
are going to be searched on each of the digital libraries. Properties, on the other
hand, are some characteristics of the papers that we are interested in and they
are going to be searched within the abstracts of selected papers.

Business Logic Layer (BLL) is the middle layer between UI module and
the rest of the system. The FAS architecture is organized in this way so in future
we can add additional applications (mobile, desktop, cross platform) with just
consuming the layer.
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Digital libraries crawling module is the module which purpose is crawl-
ing survey links from different sources. Different methods for getting the survey
links are used for crawling different source due to the difference in HTML markup
of each source. Various crawling techniques are used for each source due to ex-
istence of bot blocking mechanisms firewall systems. The amount of request to
Google Scholar is very limited before a CAPTCHA pop-up appears. Being in
the white zone, complying with the Terms of Use in regards to the amount and
frequency of sending the requests, prevents from being black listed. This module
is set to crawl papers and surveys from a predefined time period (e.g. between
2007 and 2017). The list of crawled survey links are saved in a JSON format.

Digital libraries scraping module is the module which purpose is to ex-
tract survey data from different sources. It uses the URL s saved by the crawling
module for requesting each survey. Also this module uses the different methods
for crawling of different sources due to the difference in HTML markup of each
source. An example of crawled data is shown in Fig 2.2.

Fig. 3. Exemplary crawled data

Properties processing module processes abstracts of crawled papers and
analyzes whether a particular property is mentioned within an abstract. It first
eliminates the rows of data that have no citations from the result set. Addition-
ally it removes duplicates by analyzing the DOI of found papers. These two steps
correspond to the screening step in the PRISMA statement, as shown in Fig 1.
Then for each property it finds the synonyms from Word Net [9, 10, 11], which is
integrated within the NLTK library [12] for Python. It also performs stemming
and lemmatization of the properties and the abstract, for more robust searching.
If none of the properties of interest are not identified within the abstract, then
those papers are removed from the result set, which corresponds to the eligibility
step in the PRISMA statement, as shown in Fig 1
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Data Access Layer (DAL) is responsible for keeping track of the scraping
process, storing the crawled data in raw and processed format, and for storing
charts and figures.

The Visualization modules result is a tabular format which is used by UI
interface’s result module to display result in charts. There are several types
of predefined charts, such as chart per year and property, chart per year and
publisher (i.e. digital library), cumulative charts, etc. The resulting data can be
downloaded and used for creating arbitrary charts as well.

2.3 Work-flow

The work-flow of the system is shown in Fig 2.3 and starts with the researcher
entering the keywords in a comma separated format. For each keyword entered
a set of synonyms is proposed in a tree view component. A set of actions appear
when a synonym is selected. Each synonym can be accepted, removed or edited
in the tree view. After the user has chosen the synonyms he should click the An-
alyze button. At that moment an asynchronous crawling process is started. The
crawling digital module and digital libraries scraping module are interchange-
ably used by FAS. This corresponds to the identification step in the PRISMA
statement, as shown in Fig 1.

Scrolling down the screen the user can continue entering the set of properties
in a comma separated format. For each property entered a set of synonyms is
proposed in a tree view component. The same set of actions are applied to each
property for proposing the synonyms set. NLTK [12] library and WordNet [9] are
used for defining the proposed synonyms set. For each keyword a list of all the
synonyms is collected after which a saturation process takes place by stemming
and lemmatization of the synonyms.

After the scraping process is finished the properties processing module starts
processing the data. Each property and its synonyms set are matched with the
abstract field from the result set. By defining properties from quantitative and
qualitative nature, this step relates to the Included step in the PRISMA state-
ment, as shown in Fig 1. The drawback is that the property or some of its
synonyms need to be mentioned in the abstract. For higher level constructs, this
requires manual investigation, thus the results do not reflect this. The properties
processing module final result is spreadsheet tab separated file from which the
charts of data are derived.

Based on the results, multiple comparative charts are displayed. The user
then can drill down in each result and see the context in which a particular
property was mentioned within an abstract. He can also click on the link to the
publisher’s website, from where the full paper can be downloaded for manual in-
vestigation. The reason why full papers are excluded from the automated search
is because of the the ”pay-wall” barrier present by most researchers.
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Fig. 4. Work-flow for crawling the database

2.4 Use-case

To demonstrate the applicability of FAS, we have constructed a use-case which
attempts to find papers from interdisciplinary topics, namely health, medicine
and technology. In our use-case we will use keywords related to the area of
wearable sensor technologies. The terms “wearable” and “connected health” were
used as keywords in the first step on Fig 2.3.

For these keywords in step 2 on Fig 2.3 we did not add any synonyms.
In step 3 on Fig 2.3 we defined several sets of properties that are of interest:

– Technology related: sensor, protocol and cloud based systems. Then by us-
ing WordNet, the set of keywords was automatically expanded to include:
detector, communication protocol and cloud referring to the step 4 2.3. Note
that, for each found synonym, the originating property is recorded, so later
all statistics are tracked per synonym. E.g. all papers that mention any of
the words “sensor” and “detector” are treated as if they contain the word
“sensor”, which is the originating property of interest. Additionally, this step
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performs stemming and lemmatization, so the article, plural and singular do
not impact the results.

– Related to Services: monitoring, detection and recommendation. Then by us-
ing WordNet, the set of keywords was expanded to include “supervise” and
“observe”, corresponding to the step 4 on 2.3. Note that, for each found syn-
onym, the originating property is recorded, so later all statistics are tracked
per synonym. Therefore, all papers that mention any of the words “moni-
toring” and “observe” are treated as if they contain the word monitoring,
which is the originating property of interest.

In our use-case the data from the last 10 years (i.e. 2007 to 2017) was crawled.
This period is the default range in FAS. The number of surveys and papers that
were crawled is 9997 corresponding to number n in the identification step in
the PRISMA statement, Fig 1. After a screening process takes place, and by
removing the surveys and papers that have no citations, corresponding to the
screening step in the PRISMA statement, on Fig 1, the number of surveys and
papers is 2689. What remains are the surveys and papers accessible for full-text
eligibility, corresponding to the eligibility step in the PRISMA statement, Fig 1.
This are the data used by the properties processing module.

3 Results

In Fig 5 are shown the search results from all sources (currently only Springer and
IEEE Xplore) per year and technologies. As it can be seen, there is an increasing
research including the sensors in the context of connected health, however things
like protocols are steadily researched without an increasing interest throughout
years.

In Fig 6 are shown the number of papers per different services implemented,
publisher and year. Obviously, there is an increasing interest in the research com-
munity regarding the monitoring property in both IEEE Xplore and Springer.
On the other hand, recommendation within the connected health domain does
not have any increasing trend and is not generally popular.

Having in mind that FAS has his own limitations as system I will put all the
concerns and obstacles that have occurred during the whole development and
design process.

4 Discussion

Todays hosting servers has numerous mechanisms for blocking bot traffic, block-
ing an entire range of IP addresses, and also blocking traffic spread among big
cluster of servers. On our list of sources, Google Scholar is the one that limits
us to just 20 page results per keyword. Passing this limit and CAPTCHA ap-
pears, so dealing with it is one of the issues. With the remaining sources we still
haven’t reached the point of blocking. Using just simple technique for crawling,
we managed to stay within the terms and services of digital libraries in order to
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prevent blocking. However, these concerns are real and should be one addressed
in the future by using distributed crawling that is spread across multiple IP ad-
dresses and in prolonged period of time. As a protective measure against being
blocked is to set an reasonable limit in the number of page results being crawled,
respectively for the remaining sources from the list as per Google Scholar.

The result are influenced by the synonyms sets and just using WordNet in
the process of proposing synonyms puts limitations to FAS. Adding additional
source to get synonyms and by comparing the returned synonyms set from the
two sources can widen the list of synonyms.

Visualizing the results by using various charts is the main feature of FAS.
At this phase of the development all the charts are generated by an external
Excel-based process. In the future FAS will be made available to the public with
a set of predefined charts.

5 Conclusion

The proposed framework in this paper aims to ease the process of writing sur-
veys and research papers. It decreases the time needed for selection of relevant
papers by implementing a integrated search from different Internet sources. We
have demonstrated through a use-case that this is of great help by being able to
analyze almost ten thousand papers. Then it generated valuable charts regard-
ing trends for the required properties. This is great demonstration that NLP
techniques can be applied for meta-analyses. The researcher could of course drill
down into details in some selected papers and have a more close look to extract
other knowledge that is not able to be analyzed by NLP techniques. In the future
the proposed framework need to be improved to overcome parsing and blocking
issues. More importantly, it needs to be able to infer higher level constructs and
hierarchical relationship between terms.
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